FEATURED ARTICLE

VALUE CREATION, VALUE ADDED, AND OTHER BUSINESS CLICHÉS:
DOES VOC HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THIS?
Gerry Katz, Vice Chairman, Applied Marketing Science, Inc. (gkatz@ams-inc.com)

We’ve all heard of that little game people play in meetings called Business B***S***, in which the players bet on how
many times the boss will use various business clichés such as empowerment, core competency, opening the kimono,
taking it offline, and giving 110%. Even worse are the terms that everyone uses, but that lack much precision in their
definition—words like leverage, synergistic, scalability, robust, etc. Well to me, terms like innovation, utility, and value
have now entered this growing pantheon of business clichés! As a longtime practitioner in the field of innovation and
new product development, I’m amazed at how often people throw around this last term without really thinking much
about its meaning. What exactly do we mean by value and how do we know it’s been created, let alone its magnitude?

WHAT IS “VALUE”?
When most people think about the concept of value, they
tend to think of it in financial terms. And indeed, this is
probably the most common definition: When the benefit
to be derived from a product or service exceeds the
price that must be paid, we conclude that value has been
created and that its magnitude is simply the difference
between the two.

although there are often many other factors that enter
into the decision, some rational and some quite irrational.

FIGURE 2: VALUE CREATION AS PERCEIVED BY THE CUSTOMER

FIGURE 1: VALUE CREATION AS A FINANCIAL CONSTRUCT

If the bar in Figure 1 represents the total utility or benefit
to be derived by the customer from a given product or
service, and the cost to produce or deliver that benefit
is represented by the red part at the bottom, then the
total value created is represented by all of the bar that
sits above that level (both the blue and the green parts).
When the producer sets the price, this is implicitly a
decision as to how much of that value it wishes to retain
for itself and how much it wishes to pass along to the
customer. Ideally, this decision is based on a careful
analysis of how best to balance the margin they will
receive with the volume that a given price will produce,
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Of course, the customer rarely knows much if anything
about your cost—they only see the price. So, their
judgment about the value created is only dependent on
the amount of benefit or utility they believe they’ll derive
vs. the price they’ll have to pay. Figure 2 shows how the
customer is likely to react based on different levels of
utility relative to the price:
If their expected benefit is only represented by the red

part of the bar at the bottom, they’ll conclude that it’s
“not worth it.”
If it falls into the blue part, they’ll say that it’s “almost

worth it.”
But once it exceeds the price (their indifference point),

it clearly becomes “worth it.”
And if their expected benefit falls into the green part

of the bar at the top, they’ll conclude that it’s “really
worth it.” In fact, it becomes “a bargain.”
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While this financial way of thinking about value is basically
correct, it creates several practical problems for the
product developer. Why is this? The issue is that, while
cost and price are pretty definitive, terms like utility,
benefit, and value are not. They must be estimated before
any real world data is available, and ideally, across a large
number of customers, since everyone’s perceived utility
may be different.

merely theoretical; it can only assess value after the fact,
after it has already been created, communicated, and
understood. The real question is: How do we go about
identifying and creating benefits that customers will want
to pay for, i.e. benefits that add value? As for how much
value, we ought to hold off trying to estimate that until
further down the line—closer to the time when we must
decide on the price for the product along with all of its
various features and options.

Fortunately, the field of Marketing Science has some very
good tools available to perform this estimation. First and
Voice of the Customer practitioners tend to think about
foremost is Conjoint Analysis, a market research technique
value in a way that recognizes this problem. In short,
that forces customers to make trade-offs between various
the VOC thought process simply asserts: customers
features, attributes, and levels of those attributes in a
have needs and value will be created when those needs
controlled experiment where the customer is exposed to
are better addressed than with existing products. The
a number of different combinations of those variables.
more important the need and the less well it is currently
Another technique is called
being addressed by existing
Van Westendorp Analysis,
products and services, the
When the benefit to be derived from a product or service
sometimes referred to as a
more value will be created by
“poor man’s conjoint.” In this
a new and better solution.
exceeds the price that must be paid, we conclude that value
method, customers are shown
Sounds pretty simple,
a set of products and are
has been created and it’s magnitude is simply the difference
right? But it almost never is,
asked four questions about
because there are an almost
each of them:
between the two.”
limitless number of ways to
At what price would you
add value. In the remainder
consider this product to be:
of this article, I’ll lay out some of the many ways that this
can be accomplished, along with some examples from my
••Too expensive to consider?
own experience.
••Too cheap to be believed?
••Expensive but worth considering?
CREATING VALUE BY UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMER
••Cheap but might be a good value?

“

NEEDS

While both of these techniques work quite well at helping
with pricing decisions, the problem is that they are meant
to be used on products that are already defined, i.e.
products in which the features, attributes, and levels can
be described and understood by the customers who are
evaluating them. For truly new products, this is often not
the case, because:
1.

2.

The new features don’t exist yet. Remember that
the whole point of innovation is to come up with
new features, new solutions, new ways of providing
service, etc.
And unfortunately, even if we do have a new feature
in mind, it can often be difficult to describe it to the
customer in a way that it will actually be appreciated,
short of an actual working prototype or sample of
the product. There is a famous story about a market
research study on medical imaging in which the first
CT scanners were described to radiologists. Most
rejected the device because they simply couldn’t
imagine what the new images would look like, let
alone what they would do for them, especially
compared to traditional x-rays with which they were
quite familiar and highly satisfied.

So, for new products that are still in development, this
financial definition of value is almost useless because it is
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It should be pointed out that there are all kinds of needs.
First, needs can be functional or emotional. Second, value
can be created with better products, better services, or
better business processes. And finally (and ironically), it
almost doesn’t matter whether the value created in the
customer’s eyes is objectively real or just perceived.
Here is a five-step process that we have successfully
followed for more than two decades to find and create
value:
Understand the need. First, it goes without saying that

it is critical to really understand the customer need.
This is the primary purpose of Voice of the Customer:
to understand customer needs in as complete and
detailed a way as possible. There are two primary
methods to do this: you can talk to them or you can
observe them—or both. But when you do, don’t just ask
them what they want. Find out what it is that they’re
trying to accomplish and what makes it easy or difficult
for them to accomplish it. And keep asking them why
questions in order to dig down to the real underlying
1
need.
Even more important is to decide which needs to try to
address since it is unlikely that you’ll have the resources
to address each and every need. This is where the
quantitative part of Voice of the Customer becomes
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critical. Remember that all needs are not created equal.
Some are more important than others and some are
currently better addressed by existing products and
services than others. Most of your attention should go
to those needs that customers rate as more important
but less well addressed. In addition to these needs,
there are often a few that are rated as less important
and poorly addressed. But we’ve found that some
needs are rated as less important because customers
simply don’t believe that performance could ever
be improved, and so they choose to accept and live
with a low level of performance. In some cases, these
might represent hidden opportunities; that is, needs
that could become more important over time once
customers see that there is a better solution.
Translate the needs into technical specifications.

One of the biggest hurdles in value creation is that
most customer needs are expressed in “soft” customer
language which is simply insufficient for engineers and
process designers. And this leads us to the second
part of the process. Needs must be translated into
technical specifications, i.e. metrics that can be used to
evaluate alternative designs and solutions to the needs.
Ideally, these metrics should be controllable in the
design of the product or service and measurable by the
developers.
Come up with a better solution. Not to sound glib,

but next we must come up with a better solution to
the need than the solution being offered by existing
products and services. This is always easier said than
done, and doing a good job on the first two parts of
the process, the needs identification and translation
into technical specifications, does not guarantee
success on this third part. That requires creativity,
technical skill, and often a little bit of luck. However, a
deep and insightful understanding of the underlying
need is almost always necessary, if not sufficient.
Verify that the solution addresses the need in the

customer’s eyes. From there, it is useful to go back
to customers to test and verify that your proposed
solution really satisfies the need. This should be done
first at the concept stage—before committing the
major resources necessary for bench engineering, IT
development, and the creation of marketing materials—
and then again, if possible, with an actual prototype or
test product once it exists.
Implement the solution. Finally, there are all of the

challenges and decisions to be made about new
product introduction: product naming, packaging,
marketing communications, training for the sales
force, delivery, installation, training for the customer,
technical support, maintenance—and of course, price.

EIGHT WAYS TO CREATE VALUE
Ask almost anyone about innovation, and they will
immediately start talking about iPods® and iPads®—two
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of the most successful innovations in recent memory.
But there are literally dozens of ways to create value, and
most have little resemblance to these types of products
(consumer electronics). Here are eight of the most
obvious ones, along with some examples.
Technological. The examples that are

usually the most top-of-mind are
technological breakthroughs. For
instance, flash memory represented
an innovative new method for
portable data storage, and it literally
made the diskette obsolete almost overnight.
Product Performance. Improved performance on

a well-known, important dimension almost always
creates added value. Consider the chip wars between
Intel and AMD. For almost two
decades these companies engaged
in a never-ending race to leapfrog
one another with faster and faster
microprocessors. And customers
continued to upgrade quite
frequently—until they didn’t anymore.
What ultimately happened was that chips got so fast
that, eventually, there was little incremental value to be
obtained on this dimension. Remember that nothing is
forever!
Business Model. While often more difficult to do, value

can sometimes be created by changing the business
model in a way that benefits the
customer. Most of us probably bought
our first computers at a computer
store, choosing a model from what was
in stock. But Dell Computer changed
all that, allowing us to custom-design
the exact computer we wanted online and have it
delivered to us in a matter of days.
Supply Chain. Many products and services are

delivered to the customer through a complicated
supply chain of distributors and retailers.
For instance, we used to buy most of
our office supplies through small local
stationery stores that were, in turn,
being supplied by a complex network
of distributors. Staples changed all of
that by cutting out the distributor and using their vast
purchasing power to be able to offer much lower prices
through their own stores, and later on over the internet.
Service. When the Japanese car companies introduced

their luxury brands into the U.S. market some 25 years
ago, Lexus began to offer loaner cars
during servicing. While this created an
obvious convenience for their customers,
they also benefitted themselves in that
it allowed Lexus customers to “sample”
other models within their product line.
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Business Process. When I bought my first house, I

called and visited five different banks while
shopping for a mortgage loan. The
Internet changed all that; witness
LendingTree.com which allows
customers to shop for mortgages
online from the comfort of their own home.
Customer Experience. In addition to a vastly superior

product, many attribute Starbucks success to the
customer experience that they
provide. Their lounge-like stores,
complete with all kinds of seating
and free Wi-Fi, have become
one of the most popular meeting
places in modern culture, not to
mention the obvious place for that first trial date (as in,
“Ya wanna go grab a cup of coffee?”)
Incrementalism. Many product developers dismiss

incremental improvements on obvious customer needs
as a cop-out. However, incremental improvements can
sometimes prove to be phenomenally profitable. When
Westin Hotels introduced their
Heavenly Bed® concept—simply
an upgrading of their bedding
(e.g., the mattress, sheets, pillows,
blankets, and top covering)—their
market share shot up almost
overnight. And even better, they unexpectedly created
an entirely new side business selling this same bedding
to customers over their website.

CONCLUSION
In a 2008 PDMA Visions article by Bob Cooper and Scott
2
Edgett , they observed that disruptive innovation is a
good way to describe what happened after the fact, but
that it is almost impossible to plan for it or for managers
to simply ordain that it be so, as in “Go and find me a way
to disrupt this market!” Adding value has a lot in common
with disruption. We know that it’s what we want to do,
but find it difficult to estimate in financial terms until we
have a better idea of what the new product or service
will be like and what new features or solutions will be
included versus existing products. But this shouldn’t be a
deterrent. If we can find some of those big and important
unmet or poorly met needs and find a better way to meet
them, value will certainly be created. How much value will
certainly influence the price that can be charged and the
ultimate financial viability of the product. But it seems
pointless to start hand-wringing over it so early in the
process. The how needs to happen well before the how
much.

Abridged version originally appeared in PDMA’s Visions magazine 2015 - Issue 2.

1

If you wish to learn more about the VOC process, much has been written about this subject by myself and by dozens of other
practitioners in this field. Chapter 7 of the PDMA Toolbook 2 would be a good place to start.

2

Cooper, Robert and Edgett, Scott, “Ideation for Product Innovation: What Are the Best Methods?”, PDMA Visions, March 2008,
pages 12-17.
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VOC VIGNETTES

FINDING VALUE IN UNEXPECTED PLACES
While we all know that new product and service success depends on creating value, finding it can be quite elusive. Here
are some of my favorite examples of finding value in unexpected places.
OFFICE CUBICLES

When Steelcase conducted its first major Voice of
the Customer study on office cubicles, one of the
most important unmet
needs was: Gives me
the maximum amount of
desk space to work on.
The obvious technical
specification here was
simply the area of the
desktop, i.e., length x
width. But expanding
the length or width created other problems, because it
competed with the need to shoe-horn as many cubicles
into a given floor plan as possible. The solution? Get
stuff off of the desktop! They developed all kinds of
strategies to accomplish this. They hung the in- and
out-baskets from the overhead shelf. They hung the
phone on the cubicle wall. And on and on. Everyone
does this now, but they did it first.
BALL BEARINGS

One of the most unexpectedly interesting cases I ever
worked on had to do with what are called mounted
ball bearings, a part that is found in great abundance
in almost any kind of conveyor system imaginable,
from lumber mills to
airport baggage systems
to production lines.
The most important
unmet need in this field
is to keep the bearings
properly lubricated. This
traditionally requires
human intervention, and
as we all know, humans forget or avoid unpleasant
tasks. Several competitors tried to solve this problem
by creating “sealed bearings,” but they were not
faring much better. The solution here was to offer the
customer a set of lines (tiny hoses) that attached to
each bearing housing which allowed lubrication from a
central point, making it far easier to apply lubrication.
This proved to be a highly profitable option, and later
on they removed the human factor altogether by
making the lubrication computer-activated.
AUTO PAINT

While the big volume in the auto paint business is
to the OEM car manufacturers, the higher margin
part of the business is with collision shops. One
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would think that there is a high degree of quality
control in this business to assure color uniformity,
but this is not the case. And it turns out that color
matching is a non-trivial problem. Because of this,
all of the paint companies spend a fortune to help
collision shops achieve the most perfect color match
possible. They offer huge databases with thousands
of tint formulations, automated measuring devices,
sophisticated computer systems, and advanced
training classes for car painters. However, when we
conducted ethnographic observation in several dozen
collision shops, we found that these systems were
hardly being used. Why? Most car painters are paid
on a piecework basis, i.e., the more cars they painted
in a day, the more they got paid. So going exactly “by
the book” just slowed them
down. Their attitude was that,
for 99% of the customers,
“Close enough is good enough.”
They developed the ability to
“feather” the paint to avoid
obvious seams such that only
the most discerning customers were able to notice
any color difference. While this was a disheartening
thing to learn for our client, the solution was obvious:
stop spending so much on color matching! It was not
creating much value in the eyes of customers.
CUSTOMER SUPPORT PHONE CENTERS

Over the years, we’ve worked with dozens of
companies on improving their telephone service center
operations: electric utilities, credit card companies,
banks, telecom companies, etc. An almost universal
customer need that
arose in all of these
studies was to have my
problem solved the first
time I call. At Pacific
Gas & Electric (PG&E),
one of the earliest
of these projects we
conducted, their hiring
criteria for customer service representatives had always
placed a strong emphasis on courtesy skills. While
courtesy and good phone skills were certainly desired
by customers, they were not nearly as important as
the ability to solve problems with a single call, and
without the need to call back again and again. The
most important skill for problem-solving was the ability
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to maneuver through the company’s many computer
systems. As a result, they changed their hiring criteria
to place more emphasis on computer skills. And over
the course of two years, they saw their repeat call
metric drop from 26% of all calls to 14%. Not only
did this add value for their customers, but it meant
a significant cost saving on labor for the company,
because fewer phone reps were needed to handle the
reduced call volume.
DIALYSIS MACHINES

When Baxter’s Renal division began the development
of their next generation dialysis machine, they included
a good deal of ethnographic research as part of their
Voice of the Customer study. While most of the needs
were clearly articulated
by customers all over
the world, there was one
unexpected need that
was observed again and
again, even though no
one ever talked about
it. During the course
of a four-hour dialysis
treatment, the nurses and physicians are required to
record a fair amount of information at various intervals.
But there was no obvious flat surface on any of their
existing dialysis machines, forcing the nurses to either
walk all the way over to the nurses’ station or to try
writing up against a wall. Of course, once we brought
this issue up verbally with customers, almost everyone
recognized this minor, but frequently occurring,
inconvenience. The solution? Their new machine
offered an optional snap-on shelf that provided a flat
surface on which to write. While not a particularly
important need, this was one of those hidden
opportunities. Almost everybody included this option,
and it was remarkably profitable for Baxter.
SURGICAL GOWNS

When Kimberly-Clark Healthcare began work on a
new line of surgical gowns, we encountered a most
unexpected need. (Remember that needs can be either
functional or emotional. In consumer products, the
emotional needs often play a dominant part. But in B2B
products, the functional needs usually dominate.) The
materials science involved in surgical gowns is actually
quite sophisticated. The material must be impervious
to bodily fluids in order to protect the surgeons and
nurses from viruses such as HIV and Hepatitis. But
surgeons tend to perspire
profusely during surgery
(that’s why they like
to keep the operating
room so cold), and so
the material must also
breathe to some extent.
Most hospitals tend to
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stock two or three different brands or types of gowns
to accommodate individual preferences, each in
multiple sizes to accommodate men and women of all
different sizes. The way they usually tell them apart is
by color, such that a surgeon might ask a scrub nurse
to get him or her a “green one in medium.” While most
of the gown manufacturers used the usual hospital
colors—the pastel blues, greens, and yellows—one of
the manufacturers had introduced some slightly jazzier
colors, e.g., a lavender, a turquoise, and a pink, colors
that were fairly popular with the floor nurses. However,
in our interviews, when the topic of color was raised
with the surgeons, there was universal dislike among
surgeons, both male and female. The reason? It almost
always had something to do with the need to maintain
a professional image within the hospital. This was a
clear example of an entirely emotional need since the
material itself was identical regardless of the color.
No additional value here; in fact, these new colors
created negative value! Kimberly-Clark stuck with the
traditional colors.
CONSUMER BANKING

Because of the way in which they have grown over
the years, often by acquisition, most large retail banks
are highly siloed. When JP Morgan Chase began an
initiative to improve its products and services for
retail customers, i.e. consumers, it tried to include
all of its services in its Voice of the Customer study:
branch banking, credit cards, mortgage loans, home
equity loans, car loans, college loans, and all kinds of
investment products
such as CDs, mutual
funds, etc. Most of these
services were organized
as separate businesses
within the bank, with
separate staffs and
separate information
systems. An obvious
strategy in any bank is
to increase cross-selling between each of these lines
of business, since they are usually sold to the same
customers. In addition to the difficulty of carrying out
this strategy, owing to the fact that there was almost
no sharing of data, Chase worried that customers
would be turned off by aggressive cross-selling tactics.
But one of the most important unmet needs that
emerged in this study was the customer’s desire that
the bank knows me and my family and our financial
circumstances as individuals. What this meant was that
a customer with a one-year-old infant was annoyed
when they received marketing material about college
loans. But they thought it was perfectly appropriate to
be approached about a home equity loan a few years
after taking out a new home mortgage. And parents
of a teenager loved the idea of credit cards with strict
financial limits for kids in their late teens. In other
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words, they were fine with cross-selling if it addressed
their unique age and lifestyle needs. This insight led to
Chase’s decision to invest more than $8 million in a new
software capability that made it easier for the business
units to share data.
LIGHT BULBS

GE Lighting was concerned about its business
processes in dealing with large retailers such as
supermarkets, drugstore chains, and hardware store
associations. They had a number of sophisticated
legacy software systems that allowed them to query
factories and warehouses all over the world to fill
orders and even allowed them to quote customized
pricing that had been negotiated with each customer.
While these systems were somewhat complicated
for their ordering desk representatives to use, these
problems were largely invisible to the customers. In
fact, what we heard was that most customers felt that
GE’s ordering and billing processes were among the
best of all the manufacturers they had to deal with. So
far, so good. But in an interview with a chain warehouse
manager for one of the
major drugstore chains,
we heard a need that was
unique in all the years
that we have been doing
this. Unbeknownst to GE,
the warehouse manager
complained that it took
almost twice as long to
unload a truckload of
merchandise from GE as
it did for almost any other
manufacturer that they
dealt with (about four hours versus two). Why? It had
to do with the way in which GE packed merchandise
onto its trucks. This drug store chain typically placed
several different orders per week. But GE usually made
deliveries only once a week. This meant that multiple
purchase orders, often with 10 to 20 different SKUs,
were being combined in each shipment. Since the
warehouse staff were required to check in all of the
merchandise against the purchase orders to make sure
it was correct, this was a non-trivial task, even further
complicated by occasional backorders and out-ofstocks. All that the warehouse manager wanted was
for GE to pack its trucks by individual purchase order,
rather than combining all of the 100 W bulbs across
three different purchase orders. This turned out to
be an easy change, and it was a real delighter for this
one very important customer—low hanging fruit that
created a lot of added value!
PARTS AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLY SERVICES

Bruckner Supply, a division of Wesco Corporation
(which itself is a spinoff from Westinghouse Electric),
provides outsourced electrical parts and equipment
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supply services to a host of large manufacturers
and electric utilities. One major customer, a highly
diversified manufacturer with almost ten separate
business units, hired Bruckner to both stock, staff, and
manage the supply cribs in most of their factories.
The relationship seemed to be going pretty well,
but in the customer’s internal vendor ratings by
employees, Bruckner had failed to achieve so-called
“gold” status, and feared that it might actually lose
the account, which was one of their largest. They
decided to do something highly unusual: a Voice of the
Customer study on just this one major customer! As
it turned out, whatever
dissatisfaction existed
was mostly among
factory floor employees
who were unhappy that
this function had been
outsourced, because it
meant that friends of
theirs, sometimes fellow union members, had lost their
jobs. But management was fully aware of the savings
that had been achieved through the relationship, and if
anything, they were hoping that Bruckner would take
on additional product lines with which to supply them.
The biggest unmet need that emerged in this study
was the desire for more technical support within the
supply cribs. Most of them were staffed by perfectly
competent supply clerks who could retrieve anything
in stock relatively quickly as well as to order those rare
items that were out of stock. But these people lacked
the technical knowledge to suggest alternatives to
the factory workers (e.g., “For what you’re trying to
do, I would suggest a 4502H connector rather than an
8387H.”) While such a strategy looked like it would be
prohibitively expensive, Bruckner found that it could
address this need with just a small number of higherlevel technical ombudsman, each of whom might serve
just one major factory or several smaller factories.
The customer was delighted with this solution, and
incredibly impressed that Bruckner was willing to make
this kind of commitment to their relationship. The
following year, largely in appreciation, Bruckner was
finally granted “gold” status, and their business with
this customer increased by more than 30%.
HVAC EQUIPMENT

Georgia Power Company, a division of Southern
Company, had originated the Good Cents Home®
program back in the 1960’s. This was essentially an
incentive program for homebuilders to encourage them
to install all electrical equipment in their new homes
rather than gas: e.g., electric stoves, water heaters,
and heat pumps rather than gas furnaces. Whenever
a homebuilder would do this, they would receive a
substantial incentive check from Georgia Power. The
program was highly successful and Georgia Power
licensed the name and the program to other utilities
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all across the United States. However by the late 1990s
and early 2000s, many state regulatory authorities
began to outlaw these types of programs, and the
Georgia Public Utility Commission was among them.
This meant that Georgia Power would no longer be
able to use cash payments to incentivize homebuilders,
and without this they worried whether the Good Cents
Home program could even survive. In their Voice of
the Customer study, which included homebuilders
who built anywhere from 25 to 500 homes per year,
they found one thing they could do that homebuilders
would value even more than cash. It turned out that
most new home buyers had never owned a home with
heat pumps before, and for most people, they take
some getting used to. In particular, the air that they
put out is not quite as
warm as that from a
typical forced air gas
furnace, but it puts it
out at a considerably
higher volume. For
the customer, they
experience this as a
slightly draftier system
that takes a bit longer to heat the room, and their
typical reaction is that something is wrong, even
though that is rarely the case. Who do they call?
The homebuilder, of course! Not unexpectedly,
homebuilders consider this to be a huge nuisance.
Once they complete and sell a home, they want to
go on to the next one and would rather not have to
have any further dealings with the previous customer
unless something is actually wrong. Most of these
calls required a visit from the builder, but usually only
needed an explanation and instruction on how the
system worked. So, what could Georgia Power do for
the homebuilder in place of cash? Simply to take over
all of these nuisance calls, and to provide all of the
diagnosis, explanation, and customer instruction work
for them. This way the homebuilder would only be
involved if there was truly something wrong with the
system. The Good Cents Home program proceeded
with almost no decline for the next few years, and
Georgia Power later sold the name and program rights
to a private firm at a hefty profit.
KNEE JOINT REPLACEMENT

Stryker Medical, a leading manufacturer of joint
replacement products used by orthopedic surgeons,
experienced a similar case. In a study on knee joint
replacement with patients, as opposed to the surgeons
or hospitals who are the more direct customers, a great
deal of the discussion centered on the pre-surgical
preparation process. Standard practice dictated that
about one to three weeks before the surgery, the
patient needs to be “educated” about what was going
to happen—everything from the admission process to
the surgery itself, and especially, the rehab process. (In
this sense, it is highly reminiscent of childbirth classes
www.ams-inc.com

which have been common practice now for more than
40 years.) Many physicians, especially the large group
practices, took this requirement very seriously, often
hiring their own nurse who specialized in conducting
these weekly or monthly sessions with patients. But
some did not, either because they didn’t have that
large a volume of knee joint
replacement patients or because
of the expense involved. The
choice of which brand of knee
joint to implant is a complicated
decision, and it is rarely entirely
up to the individual physician. But
one thing that Stryker could do to
ingratiate itself with orthopedic
surgeons was to assist with this
education process. They set out
to create a series of brochures, videos, and web pages,
and in several major cities, even provided staff to assist
physicians in educating their patients.
COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL SERVICE

Pepco, the electric utility serving Washington, DC
and its surrounding Virginia and Maryland suburbs,
conducted a Voice of the Customer study for its
commercial and industrial customers. As a highly
regulated industry, most of the billing rules for
utilities are dictated by state commissions And
while most utilities have considerable influence over
those regulations, once they are set, they are usually
followed. As in most parts of the country, when a
property changes hands, the new customer is required
to place a significant deposit against future billings. Of
course, this deposit can be waived if the new occupant
has a solid track record with the electric company.
When such a policy is followed blindly, it can become
a real irritant to an otherwise excellent customer. A
particular example we heard
about would be a shopping mall
operator. Whenever a retailer
left, all responsibility for that
electric meter would revert
to the mall operator for a few
months until the space could be
reconfigured and a new retailer
would move in. In most malls,
this happens 5-10 times each year. And each time it did,
Pepco would automatically invoice the mall operator
for a deposit. However, in more than 80% of cases, the
mall operator was well-known to the company and had
excellent credit. And so when they asked Pepco for a
waiver, it would almost always be granted. This was one
of many minor irritants that customers were subjected
to, simply because the regulations allowed the utility to
do these things. This was low hanging fruit, to be sure,
and was solved with a simple change in policy. Unless
the new occupant of a commercial property had bad
credit, a deposit was no longer required, such that only
the truly risky ones would be bothered going forward.
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HEART VALVES

Heart valves, whether they be bovine, porcine, or manmade, cost about $5,000 apiece. And any hospital
that does significant cardiothoracic surgery must
stock a large inventory of them. While physicians
have their personal preferences for different brands
and types, the hospitals try to standardize in order to
achieve some measure
of pricing power. Of
course, different patients
require different types
of valves, and they must
be able to accommodate
all sizes of patients
from newborns to very
large adults. This means
that hospitals often have hundreds of thousands of
dollars tied up in inventory at any one time. But what
is even worse is that heart valves have an expiration
date of approximately one year, and about 50% are

often discarded without being used. Needless to say,
the hospitals hate this, and we heard about it again
and again. What did our client decide to do? Change
the business model. While valves cost about $5,000
each to the customer, the cost to manufacture them
is only a fraction of that. So what they decided to do
was to turn it into a consignment business; that is, the
hospital doesn’t pay for a valve until it actually uses
it in a patient. And when a valve passes its expiration
date, it is replaced at the expense of the manufacturer
rather than the hospital. While the sharp decline in
cash flow during the conversion was understandably
painful, the hospitals were incredibly grateful and our
client’s market share shot up almost instantaneously.
Of course, nothing lasts forever, and most of their
competitors followed suit over the next few years. But
they did it first, and so they were credited with being
the innovator, a reputation that has stayed with them
for many years.

Gerry Katz, Vice Chairman
Applied Marketing Science, Inc.
gkatz@ams-inc.com
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